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4 way 2 position manual valve
When the valve is in the neutral position and is not manually shifted, 4way flow causes the actuator
to operate in a single default direction. When an operator pushes the external knob, the spool shifts
and changes the direction of the actuator. Once the operator releases the knob, the actuator will
return to its original direction. GM0240CS is a 4way 2position manual spool valve which can be used
to manually start and stop cylinders, motors, and rotary actuators. When the valve is in the neutral
position and is not manually shifted, all flow is prevented from going to downstream components.
When an operator pushes the external knob, the spool shifts and 4way flow is allowed downstream.
Once the operator releases the knob, the actuator will return to its original position and all flow will
be blocked. Parker’s GM0240 manual valves provide design flexibility for applications that require
operator actuation for 4way functions. They can also be used to isolate or enable pilot and
troubleshooting circuits. Typical applications include, hoists, material handling, construction,
agriculture, oil and gas, machine tools, presses, forging, power units, grinders, mixers, drills and
refuse. March 8, 6A, Building 1 127083 Moscow Russia. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and
we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account This precision product works great with other
quality MettleAir accessories.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned
model instead of a raw data average.http://djapm.com/userfiles/commander-114-parts-manual.xml
4 way 2 position manual valve, 4 way 2 position manual hydraulic valve, 4 way 2
position manual air valve, 4-way 2 position manual air control valve, aro 4-way 2
position manual air control valves, 4 way 2 position manual valve, 2 position 4 way
manual valve.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Michael Fuson 5.0 out of 5 stars Im using them to control double acting cylinders. These are four
port which means they exhaust through the same port in both directions. Im happy with them.
Please try again.Please try again.Please try again later.In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free
business account Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Get Details. Manual air control valves grant you this control, allowing for a handson
way to make your systems safe, efficient and costeffective. A number of pneumatic valves are
available if that’s what your particular systems requires, and you can also shop for airsolenoid, 3way
and directionalcontrol valves. If you use pneumatic systems, Zoro has a selection of pneumatic
muffler and pneumatic flow control valves as well. Standard delivery time is 35 business days.If an
item cannot be fulfilled immediately it will be ordered from our manufacturer. Please verify
specifications meet your requirements. WARNING Products may contain a chemical known to the
State of California to cause birthFor more information go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov. In the
pneumatic world, valves are the equivalent of relays controlling the flow of electricity in automation
systems. Instead of distributing electric power to motors, drives, and other devices, pneumatic

valves distribute air to cylinders, actuators, and
nozzles.http://tavio.ru/files/commander-3000-installation-manual.xml
Valve Activation Pneumatic valves, also called directional control valves, are activated in a variety of
ways including manual, solenoidoperated, and airpiloted Figure 1. In their simplest form, 2way and
3way valves can be normally open NO or normally closed NC — terms that refer to their normal
states without power applied. Another very common valve is a 4way valve, which switches supply
and exhaust between two outlet ports. Manually activated valves are typically switched open and
closed by a foot pedal, toggle actuator, handle, knob, or pushbutton. An operator controls the
activated position of the valve and a spring, or the operator returns the valve to its home position.
Solenoidoperated valves use an electrical coil to control the position of a poppet, plunger, or spool to
open or close a valve. Airpiloted valves are operated by an external air source such as a
solenoidoperated valve in a remote location. The valve can also be internally airpiloted, enabling use
of a smaller integrated electric solenoid to provide an air pilot signal to control the larger valve
spool. Pneumatic Valve Types With pneumatic valves, the configuration or valve type indicates how
air is connected to the device and switched through the valve. This configuration has a strong
influence on the device the valve is controlling and understanding this is critical for specifying the
proper valve for the application. Valve configuration symbols must be interpreted. The pneumatic
symbol for a valve has three parts actuation how the valve is actuated, position the number of
positions and ports, and flow how the air flows through the device. The actuation methods are on the
left and right of the symbol and can be thought of as pushing the boxes left or right. The number of
boxes indicates the number of positions — typically two or three. Flow of supply air or exhaust for
each position is defined by the information in each box. Figure 2.
A 2way, 2position, normally closed, directacting solenoid valve with spring return. B 3way,
2position, normally closed, directacting solenoid valve with spring return. C 4way, 2position,
detented rotary manual valve. D 4way 5port, 2position, piloted solenoid valve with spring return. E
4way 5port, 3position closed center, doublepiloted solenoid with spring centering. F 2way
mediaseparated valve. G 3way stackable poppet style valve. H Bodyported 3port 3way spool valve. I
Bodyported 5port 4way. Each valve position has one or more flow paths and the arrows in each box
represent flow of air and exhaust. The point where each path touches a box is called a port. To
determine the number of ports, one must count a single box of the symbol. The flow path can also be
blocked, indicated by a “T” symbol. Valve Port and Position Types The number of ports and positions
defines the type of work a valve is designed for, so selecting these options is a critical design
decision. A 2port or 2way, 2position valve has one inlet port and one outlet port. This type of valve is
on or off, with no way to vent air pressure unless that is its only function. The number of different
pathways for air to travel in or out of the valve are referred to as “ways” while the different available
states are called “positions.” Valves commonly used in industrial applications are either 2, 3, or
4way configuration; 2 and 3way valves have 2 positions while 4way valves can be either 2 or
3position. The three ports are air in, air out, and exhaust. While exhausting pressure is important for
cylinder movement, this type of valve only works well in applications such as singleacting cylinders
with a spring return or in air blowoff applications such as blowing chips in a machining process.
Adding two more ports turns the valve into a 5port 4way, 2position valve. A 5port valve is technically
a 4way valve since there are two ports open to exhaust. This is mainly done to simplify valve
construction.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69882
This is the most popular directional control valve because it can extend and retract doubleacting
cylinders, providing a wide range of control capabilities. This type of valve includes an inlet port,
two outlet ports, and two exhaust ports. In a 2position configuration, one output is flowing air from
the inlet and the other is flowing air to an exhaust port. When the valve is switched, the two outputs

are in opposite modes. This is the most common way to extend and retract a doubleacting pneumatic
actuator, pressurizing one side of the cylinder while exhausting the other. Keep in mind that
2position, single solenoid valves have a spring return. So, with an energized valve, if the
doubleacting cylinder it is connected to is extending, that cylinder will retract if electrical power is
lost such as when an emergency stop is pressed but air remains on. If the emergency stop also
dumps air pressure in the system as recommended, the cylinder will retract once pressure is
restored unless the valve is reenergized. If a 2position, double solenoid valve has a detent feature,
the valve spool is held at whichever position it was at the moment the emergency stop was activated.
If the cylinder was at midstroke when the emergency stop was pressed, when air is reapplied, the
valve will command the cylinder to continue motion to the original energized position, even with
both solenoids on the valve deenergized. This motion, due to the maintained valve position, can
cause issues; for example, unintended cylinder motion after an emergency stop can damage tooling
and should be examined during design. 3Position Pneumatic Valves The 5port or 4way, 3postion
valve offers a center position that can be specified to either exhaust or block pressure when neither
valve solenoid is actuated. These valves are typically used in applications where it is a requirement
to stop a cylinder in midstroke.
http://gestibrok.com/images/canon-mpc600f-service-manual.pdf
They are also used to inch or jog a cylinder or when air must exhaust during an emergency stop and
no cylinder movement is allowed after air is reapplied until a reset button or start button is pressed.
Caution is required when using these valves as there is additional control complexity. Centerblock
3position valves can trap air and cause unexpected movement under emergency stop conditions,
especially if tooling is jammed. To deal with this condition, all energy — including trapped air —
should be removed when an emergency stop is pressed. Air can also leak out, causing the cylinder to
drift or drop. A 3position center exhaust valve will dump all pressure to a cylinder under emergency
stop conditions or when both solenoids are deenergized. During startup, there will be no air to
control airflow to the cylinder, causing very fast and possibly damaging cylinder speeds during the
first machine cycle. To prevent this condition, both sides of the cylinder must be charged with air
pressure at startup. Valve Form Factor The form factor of the valve is often driven by its use. This
includes both internal configuration and external design. Common internal configurations include
poppet, diaphragm, and spool. Poppet valves are usually direct solenoidoperated, similar to a gate
valve in a 2way, 2position application. A pilot piston, accessed from a pilot port, moves the valve
stem, opening the valve. Diaphragm valves work similar to a poppet valve but physically isolate the
operator solenoid from the valve and the working fluid by use of the diaphragm. Spool valves, either
direct or pilotactuated, are often used on 4way, 2 and 3position bodyported valves. These spool
valves are pistons with seals that when shifted move along a bore, opening or closing ports,
depending on the position. They provide a simplified way to change flow paths, are easy to actuate,
and are not affected by pressure.
https://www.efg-badoeynhausen.de/images/canon-mpc190-user-manual.pdf
The external form factor of many valves makes them stackable, allowing more valves to fit into a
smaller area. Some valves are easier than others to mount individually and some can be specified to
mount either individually or as part of a manifold. Designers may wish to consider compact,
modular, manifoldmounted valves in applications with high pneumatic valve counts. Connecting the
Valves Valves have three primary electrical connection methods hard wired, modular wired, or
digital communication. Many valves have a connector built in with removable flying leads or a
DINstyle wiring connector. Modular wiring is typically used with manifoldmounted valve
configurations. This wiring usually consists of a Dsub connector embedded in the manifold base. This
is particularly effective when a large number of valves in a small space require activation. This can
also reduce cost on the controller side of the system by using a single communication port instead of

multiple output modules. A variety of threaded ports or pushtoconnect fittings are also available to
attach pneumatic tubing to the valves. A 5port 4way, 2position valve type is often the best choice for
a pneumatic directional control application. Adding a manual operator feature and an indicator light
on the electrical connection make maintenance easier, so these options should be considered. Figure
3. 4way valve often used to control a doubleacting cylinder. Figure 2F is a 2way, mediaseparated,
diaphragmstyle valve for use with gases or fluids where the metal working components of the valves
do not come into contact with the working fluid. The valve symbol is the same whether it is a poppet,
diaphragm, or spool valve. The 3way, stackable, poppetstyle directional control solenoid valve
Figure 2G provides 2position, normally closed, spring return operation. The design allows this valve
to be standalone or stacked with multiple valves sharing a common air supply.
The bodyported 3part 3way spool valve Figure 2H is nonported, meaning the solenoid moves the
spool. The bodyported 5port 4way spool valve Figure 2I has singlesolenoid, spring return, or
doublesolenoid, 2position operation. In addition, double solenoid valves have 3position center closed
or center exhaust operation. They can be used in individual valve applications or multiple valves can
be field assembled on manifolds, simplifying piping connections. Single solenoid spring return or
dual solenoids per valve and up to 16 valves 16 solenoids max per manifold assembly is possible.
This article was contributed by AutomationDirect, Cumming, GA. For more information, visit here.
Motion Design Magazine This article first appeared in the February, 2020 issue of Motion Design
Magazine. Read more articles from this issue. A 2way valve stops flow or allows flow. A water faucet
is a good example of a 2way valve. A water faucet allows flow or stops flow by manual control. This
requires a 3way valve. A 3way valve allows fluid flow to an actuator in one position and exhausts the
fluid from it in the other position. Some 3way valves have a third position that blocks flow at all
ports. A 4way valve pressurizes and exhausts two ports interdependently. A 3position, 4way valve
stops an actuator or allows it to float. The 4way function is a common type of directional control
valve for both air and hydraulic circuits. A 3position, 4way valve is more common in hydraulic
circuits. A 5way valve performs the same function as a 4way valve. Because oil must return to tank,
it is convenient to connect the dual tank ports to a single return port. For air valves, atmosphere is
the tank, so exhaust piping is usually unimportant. Using two exhaust ports makes the valve smaller
and less expensive. As will be explained later, dual exhausts used for speedcontrol mufflers or as
dualpressure inlets make this configuration versatile.
www.norestim.ro/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c025d9b8e6---ca
r-wont-shift-into-gear-manual.pdf
Following are schematic symbols for commonly used directional control valves. The atrest box or the
normal condition is the one with the flow lines going to and from it. In Figure 81, the active box
shows blocked ports, or a closed condition, while the upper box shows a flow path. When an
operator shifts the valve, it is the same as sliding the upper box down to take the place of the lower
box. In the shifted condition there is flow from inlet to outlet. Releasing the palm button in Figure 81
allows the valve spring to return to the normal stop flow condition. A 2way valve makes a blowoff
device or runs a fluid motor in one direction. By itself, a 2way valve cannot cycle even a single acting
cylinder. Figure 83 shows a solenoid pilot operator using solenoidcontrolled pressure from the inlet
port to move the working directional spool. Figure 84 shows a camoperated valve. A moving
machine member usually operates this type valve. These ports are inlet, outlet, and exhaust or tank .
A 3way valve not only supplies fluid to an actuator, but allows fluid to return from it as well. Figures
85 through 810 show schematic symbols for 3way directional control valves. Figure 86 depicts an
allportsblocked, 3way, 3position valve. A valve of this type connected to a singleacting, weight or
springreturned cylinder could extend, retract, or stop at any place in the stroke. Another flow
condition is the diverter valve shown in Figure 810. A diverter valve sends fluid to either of two
paths. They range from the simple, twoposition, single, direct solenoid, springreturn valve shown in

Figure 811, to the more complex threeposition, double solenoid, pilotoperated, springcentered,
externalpilot supply, external drain valve shown in Figure 815. Lines to the boxes show flow to and
from the valve, while lines with arrows in the boxes show direction of flow. The number of boxes
tells how many positions the valve has. This valve has a third position but there is no operator for it.
Use this springcentered, single solenoid valve in control circuits for special functions. In the past, to
get this configuration, you only had to wire one solenoid of a doublesolenoid, threeposition valve.
Figure 813 shows another unusual 4way configuration. This valve shifts from an actuator moving
flow path to center condition for certain special circuits. Most spooltype air valves come in a 5way
configuration. Because air usually exhausts to atmosphere, the extra exhaust port is no problem.
Many valves use the two exhaust ports for speed control mufflers. Mufflers not only make the
exhaust quieter, but throttle the exhaust, which in turn controls cylinder speed in a meterout circuit.
Also use dual inlet piping to make an air cylinder operate quickly and smoothly. See Figures 848
through 855. Most air cylinders stroke from one extreme to the other. A two position, single
solenoid, spring return valve is sufficient for this operation. About 90% of air circuits use this type of
valve. To stop an air cylinder in midstroke, use the 3position valve shown in Figures 819 through
821. When the cylinder moves slowly, a repeatable mid stroke position of plus or minus an inch
might be possible. The problem is, if the load on the cylinder changes or there is any slight leak in
the piping or seals, it will not hold position once it stops. One use is the blowoff function shown in
Figure 822. A 2way valve in Figure 823 operates a onedirection motor with an open exhaust in the
motor housing.Figure 825 shows a weightreturned, singleacting cylinder powered by a 2way in the
at rest condition. At first sight it looks as if this circuit might work. Shifting the 2way valve, or
extending, sends fluid to the cylinder cap end and it extends. The problem comes when the 2way
returns to normal at the end of cycle. Instead of the cylinder retracting after the solenoid
deenergizes, it stays in the extended position.
The cylinder would only return if the valve, cylinder seals, or pipe connections leak. One NO and one
NC 2way directional valve piped to the cap end cylinder port allows fluid to enter and exhaust from
it. Actuating both operators simultaneously extends the cylinder. According to valve size and inlet
air flow, the cylinder might not extend if just energizing the NC valve. If the cylinder extends with
only one valve actuated, it would be slow and waste a lot of air. Figure 827 shows four 2way valves
piped to operate a doubleacting cylinder. A pair of 2way valves at each cylinder port gives a power
stroke in both directions. Energize and deenergize all four valves simultaneously to cycle the
cylinder and keep from wasting fluid. However, in the past few years, poppet type slipin cartridge
valves have been operating large bore hydraulic cylinders this way. See chapter four on Cartridge
Valves for the advantages of these valves in high flow circuits. Using 3way valves Figure 828 shows
a 3way valve, used to select Pr. 1 or Pr. 2. Use a spool type directional control valve in this type of
circuit. Spool valves normally take pressure at any port without malfunction. Poppet design valves
normally take pressure at the inlet port only. Most solenoid pilotoperated valves take air from the
normal inlet port to operate the pilot section. If both inlet pressures are too low to operate the valve,
plumb an external pilot supply from the main air system. Use a spool type valve here also. Poppet
valves usually only take pressure at one port. This particular example is NC. Contact with a machine
member opens it. Except for bleeder type control circuits, a limit valve requires at least a 3way
function. In normal condition, fluid in the control circuit exhausts through the exhaust port.
Energizing the solenoid, or extending, allows flow to move to the cylinder port and it extends.
Deenergizing the solenoid or retracting, lets the valve shift to home position, and the cylinder
retracts from outside forces. With a 3way directional valve at both ports, both extend and retract
strokes of a doubleacting cylinder have force. Piping between the valve and cylinder ports wastes
air. Every time a cylinder cycles, the lines to both ports fill and exhaust. The longer the
valvetocylinder lines are, the greater the air waste. Mounting air valves directly to the cylinder ports

minimizes air waste. The higher cycle rate results in greater savings. As discussed before, reducing
air pressure at the cylinder uses less compressor horsepower. Usually, force required to return a
cylinder is minimal, so lower pressure at the rod port saves energy. This saves piping time and the
cost of flow control valves. It is possible to inch an air circuit if accuracy and repeatability are not
important.Faster travel speeds give less control. To duplicate the 2way function, block the exhaust
port of the 3way valve. Blocking the exhaust of a 3way is usually not necessary for most 2way
applications. Using 3way valves in place of 2way valves reduces inventory cost and saves time. Using
directional controls in ways other than normal is a common practice. Make sure the valve is capable
of pressure in all ports before applying it to some of these circuits. If the valve is solenoid
pilotoperated, where does pilot supply come from. Also check with the manufacturer if there is any
doubt about the valve’s performance in an unusual application. Connect pump flow to the normal
inlet port and its outlet port, then connect the other outlet port to the normal tank port and on to the
system. In the atrest condition there is no flow through the valve. A valve rated at 10 gpm is now
good for 20 gpm with little or no increase in pressure drop. Make sure the valve is capable of
backpressure at the tank port.
Also, a lot of 2way hydraulic valves only stop flow in one direction, so they are useless in a
bidirectional flow line. Read Chapter 17 for a full explanation of this regeneration circuit. Figure 836
shows how to pressurize both ends of the cylinder when a 4way valve centers. When a cylinder
retracts to pick up another part, it often has to go too far to make sure it is behind the part. Low
backpressure from the check valve makes the cylinder creep forward at low power so the cylinder is
in contact with a part before the next cycle starts. A doubleacting cylinder only needs one 4way
directional valve to extend and retract it. The three sequences show a 4way valve in action. Add flow
controls or a counterbalance valve to complete the circuit when there is weight on the rod. Note the
port hookup is A to cap and B to rod. Maintenance persons always know which manual override to
push during trouble shooting or setup. Valve center conditions perform different functions in
relation to the actuator and pump. This reduces heat build up and allows opposing forces to move
the cylinder without building backpressure. Most hydraulic valves are a metaltometal fit spool
design, so do not depend on the cylinder setting dead still with a tandem center spool. If there are
outside forces on the cylinder, it will creep when the valve centers. If the cylinder needs to float
while blocking pump flow, use the center condition shown in Figure 840. The first four account for
about 90% of all 3position hydraulic valves in use. The open center condition unloads the pump and
allows the actuator to coast to a stop or float. In the crossover or transition condition it causes very
little shock. Fixed volume pumps use this center condition. The allportsblocked center condition
valve of Figure 842 appears to block the cylinder ports. In actual use, leakage oil across the spool
lands pressurizes A and B ports, possibly causing a single rod cylinder to extend.
This is not a good choice for stopping and holding a cylinder as the symbol seems to indicate. To
positively stop a cylinder, use a valve with the cylinder ports hooked to tank, and pilotoperated
check valves in the cylinder line or lines. See the section on “Check Valves as Directional Valves.”
Pump output is available for other valves and actuators with this center condition. It also works well
for pilotoperated check valve locking circuits or with counterbalance valves. This is the normal
center condition for the solenoid valve on a solenoid pilotoperated, springcentered directional valve.
A tandem center valve lets the pump unload while blocking the cylinder ports. The cylinder sits still
unless there is an outside force trying to move it. Any metaltometal fit spool valve never fully blocks
flow. With external forces working on the cylinder, it may slowly creep with the valve centered. This
is another common center condition for fixed volume pumps. Connecting pressure oil to both
cylinder ports and to each other regenerates it forward when the valve centers. This valve is the
pilot operator for hydraulically centered directional valves or normally closed slip in cartridge
valves. However, the metaltometal fit spool will not lock the cylinder when there are external forces.
In some actuator applications it is important to know what the valve port flow conditions are as it

shifts. As shown in these figures, dashed lined boxes show crossover condition. Normally discussions
about crossover conditions cover “open” or “closed” types; in reality, the crossover condition may be
a combination of these and may be different on either side of center. Open crossover stops shock
while the spool shifts, while a closed crossover reduces actuator override travel. If the crossover
condition is important to the circuit or machine function, show it on the schematic drawing. On most
schematics, the simplified symbol is sufficient.
The solenoid slash and energy triangle in the operator box show the valve has a solenoid operated
valve piloting a pilotoperated valve. The boxes show the function of the main or working spool that
controls the actuator. On valves with other hardware added here, pilot chokes and stroke limiters, it
is better to show the complete symbol. Both symbols in Figure 849 represent the same valve. The
complete symbol gives more information about the valve function and helps with troubleshooting
and valve replacement. Internal pilot supply X and external drain Y. The 5way selector valve and
shuttle valve in Figure 850 works where a 3way selector may not. The 3way selector does fine when
going from low to high pressure, but if there is no air usage to allow expansion, it is almost
impossible to go from high to low pressure. After the air exhausts to the lower pressure, PR.1, the
shuttle shifts and low pressure holds in the system. Either valve moves the cylinder to its opposite
position when activated. Normally, input air goes to the center port of the side with three ports.The
exhaust ports often have speed control mufflers to reduce noise and control the amount of exhaust
flow. Speed control mufflers give individual meterout speed control in each direction of travel. Use a
spool type valve for this hookup, since it takes pressure at any port without malfunction. Putting low
pressure on the rod side of the cylinder uses less compressor air without affecting the operation.
This air savings results in lower operating cost and leaves more air to run other actuators. Install
flow controls in the lines to the cylinder ports for individual speed control. On the circuit in Figure
853 a pilot line from system pressure goes directly to the pilot valve. System pressure goes into the
external pilot supply port and a plug shuts off the internal pilot port. Changing the pilot line in the
field with assistance from the supplier’s catalog is quite easy.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69883

